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Abstrat
We desribe two eient methods of estimating the uid permeability of
standard models of porous media by using the statistis of ontinuous Brow-
nian motion paths that initiate outside a sample and terminate on ontating
the porous sample. The rst method assoiates the "penetration depth" with
a spei property of the Brownian paths, then uses the standard relation
between penetration depth and permeability to alulate the latter. The se-
ond method uses Brownian paths to alulate an eetive apaitane for
the sample, then relates the apaitane, via angle-averaging theorems to the
translational hydrodynami frition of the sample. Finally, a result of Felder-
hof is used to relate the latter quantity to the permeability of the sample.
We nd that the penetration depth method is highly aurate in prediting
permeability of porous material.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Muh theoretial eort has been expended in attempts to either estimate or bound the uid
permeability of a porous medium, given its average statistial properties. Tehniques used
for this inlude the volume-to-surfae-area ratio [1℄, the Λ parameter [2℄, perolation ideas
[3℄, and onepts from the theory of Brownian motion suh as mean survival distane or
mean survival time (inverse reation rate) [46℄.
One basi lass of theoretial models allows one to study either paked beds or onsolidated
porous media suh as sandstone. These models onsist of ensembles of equal-sized imperme-
able spherial inlusions immersed in a ompletely permeable medium. When used to model
a paked bed, these spheres are non-overlapping; when used to model a onsolidated porous
medium, they are randomly loated and freely overlapping. A seond basi lass of models
for paked beds and/or porous media onsist of periodi arrays of impermeable spherial
inlusions immersed in a freely permeable medium. Depending on the ratio between the
diameter of the spherial inlusions and the separation between neighboring inlusions, and
the periodi lattie hosen, these models may onsist either of overlapping or non-overlapping
spheres.
The use of Monte Carlo methods to solve ellipti or paraboli partial dierential equations
(PDEs) is grounded in the mathematial subjet alled probabilisti potential theory [79℄.
It is well known that the probability density funtion of a diusing partile obeys the dif-
fusion equation. The time-integrated, or steady-state probability density funtion obeys
the Laplae equation. These fats have been greatly generalized. One an solve a large
lass of ellipti PDE's by simulating the orresponding lass of (in general) biased diusion
proesses [7,10℄. The diusion Monte Carlo method is dened by the mapping of bound-
ary value problems involving ellipti PDE's into the orresponding diusion problems, and
solving them by using Monte Carlo methods. This method is powerful beause it an be
implemented omputationally in a massively parallel manner.
Previous work [11℄ involving one of us (J.G.) develops a lass of diusion Monte Carlo
algorithms, the Green's funtion based rst-passage (GFFP) methods that are very eient
for studying the properties of random or highly irregular two-phase media. This lass of
problems involves:
• Interfaial surfaes that may pass very lose to eah other, thus reating hannels that are
narrow, but nevertheless important for understanding the bulk properties of the material.
• Spatial intermitteny: large regions with no interfaial surfae; smaller regions with a
high density of interfaial surfae. Intermitteny may be due e.g. to polydispersity in pore
diameter or void size, or to a dispersion, in solution, of very large irregular inlusions, suh
as maromoleules.
• Interfaial surfaes that may inlude sharp orners and edges. The diulties these features
ause in solving the Laplae equation are lear (In eletrostati terminology, they ause
singularities in harge density.).
In partiular, the lass of GFFP algorithms, [11℄:
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• Uses a purely ontinuum desription of both sample and diusing partile trajetory, with
no disretization either in spae or in time and hene no disretization error. This is essential
for alulations of permeability in low-porosity materials.
• Uses a library of Laplae Green's funtions that allow a diusing partile both to make
large `jumps' aross regions ontaining no interfaial surfae, and to be absorbed from a
distane, at an absorbing boundary, in a single jump.
• Uses `harge-based' rather than `voltage-based' methods of alulation, i.e., retain only the
loation of absorption events, or equivalently surfae harges. This allows one to perform
trajetory simulation using importane sampling (beause eah trajetory yields one surfae
harge); thus ensuring that even singularities assoiated with orners and edges will be
eiently sampled.
This method is an adaptation and renement of the "walk on spheres" (WOS) method of
diusion Monte Carlo [10℄. This method has been used sine at least 1956 to treat diusion
problems [12℄. It was rst applied in random-media problems by Zheng and Chiew [13℄;
see also [14℄. Other reent studies have also generalized WOS to diusion in two-phase
media modeled as arrays of small homogeneous squares [15℄ and ubes [16℄;these studies
use the simplest nontrivial Green's funtions to determine rst-passage probability. The
Einstein relation may be used to obtain eetive eletrial ondutivities [1517℄ from the
bulk diusion oeient of these models.
The present method is more eient than WOS for diusing partiles very lose to absorbing
boundaries; as we show here, this makes it ideal for the study of low-porosity materials. It
has been applied to solve the salar Laplae equation, whih governs both eletrostati and
diusion problems.
Eletrostati appliations involve the alulation of eletrostati apaitane for very gen-
eral bodies [1820℄. This is an important set of problems beause probabilisti potential
theory implies fundamental relations between the apaitane and the lowest eigenvalue of
the Laplaian in the Dirihlet problem [19℄. This in turn leads to eient bounds or approx-
imations for a wide variety of physial quantities in many-body systems, for example, the
quantum mehanial sattering length in nulear matter, or the lassial rate of heat release
in omposite media.
Diusive appliations of this lass of methods involve solutions of the Smoluhowski equation,
either in the viinity of a single irregular objet, (e.g., a ligand diusing near a reative site
on a maromoleule) [18℄, or in a system ontaining many absorbing objets, (e.g., systems
with distributed trapping) [13℄.
Beause so many physial phenomena are governed by vetor Laplae equations (e.g. low-
veloity uid dynamis) [21℄, and tensor Laplae equations (e.g. solid mehanis) [22℄, it is
natural to seek methods for extending this previous work to deal with these two lasses of
problems [10℄. An approah to the rst lass is provided by the method of angle-averaging
[23℄. This method provides an approximate relation between the translational hydrodynami
frition f of an arbitrary body, and the eletrostati apaitane C of a perfet ondutor of
idential size and shape. For arbitrary nonskew objets with a no-slip boundary ondition,
using angular averaging of the Oseen tensor [24℄, Hubbard and Douglas [23℄ generalized the
exat Stokes-Einstein result for the translational hydrodynami frition of a sphere,
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fsphere = 6πηR, (1)
where η is the solvent visosity and R is the radius of the sphere, to the translational
hydrodynami frition of an arbitrary impermeable body to give:
f = 6πηC (2)
where C is the orresponding apaitane. This formula is exat in the "free tumbling"
approximation, i.e., in the ase that there is no oupling between the translational and
rotational motion, and that there is suient noise, or disorder, in the ow to ause the
objet to oupy all possible orientations equally. But extensive tests show the method is
aurate well beyond this set of ases.
A entral insight of the work desribed here is this: the angle-averaging method may be
applied to approximate the translational frition oeient of an "objet", even if the objet
is not a onneted set, e.g., if it is a olletion of inlusions that onstitute the impermeable
or matrix phase of a sample of porous media. A group of well-studied models for porous
media t this desription. The inlusions may either be randomly plaed, or set in a periodi
lattie. The former models have properties similar to many ommerially important porous
media; the latter model a set of media formed by grain onsolidation. The inlusions may be
freely overlapping or impenetrable, i.e., unable to overlap. Finally the (spherial) inlusions
may be uniform (monodisperse) in radius, or they may be polydisperse.
In this paper, we present two lasses of aurate, omputationally eient methods of al-
ulating permeabilities for these models and models like them. These models ombine rapid
eient methods of simulating Brownian motion [11,18,20℄ with a pair of methods for de-
riving the permeability from the statistis of Brownian partiles diusing near a sample of
the porous medium. The trajetories of these partiles initiate outside the sample and ter-
minate on ontating the porous matrix. The spherial olletion of small inlusion spheres
will oasionally be referred to as the porous sample in subsequent disussions. The rst
method, the "penetration depth" method, assoiates the uid-dynami penetration depth
with a spei property of the Brownian paths, then uses the standard relation between
penetration depth and permeability to alulate the latter. The seond method, the "unit
apaitane" method, involves using Brownian paths to alulate an eetive apaitane for
the sample, then relates the apaitane, via angle-averaging theorems, to the translational
hydrodynami frition of the sample. Finally, a result of Felderhof [25℄ is used to relate the
latter quantity to the permeability of the sample.
This paper is organized as follows: Setion II skethes the method used here to obtain the
eletrostati apaitane using Brownian paths. Setion III develops the penetration depth
method of alulating permeability, in whih we obtain the penetration depth from Brownian
paths, and obtain the permeability from the penetration depth. Setion IV desribes the unit
apaitane method of alulating permeabilities, and applies it to the random models of
paked beds and onsolidated porous media. Setion V applies both methods to determining
the permeabilities of the random models of paked beds. Setion VI applies both methods
to determining the permeabilities of model paked beds omposed of periodi arrays of
impermeable spheres. Setion VII applies both methods to determining the permeabilities
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of polydisperse randomly paked bed. Setion VIII ontains our onlusions and suggestions
for further study.
II. CALCULATION OF THE CAPACITANCE OF A SAMPLE OF GENERAL
SHAPE USING BROWNIAN PATHS
In this setion, we sketh the algorithm for alulating the eletrostati apaitane of an
irregularly shaped onduting body by using Brownian trajetories that initiate on a spher-
ial launh surfae surrounding the onduting body, and terminate on ontat with that
body. We fous this derivation in several ways in order to apply it to samples of porous
media. If a paked bed model is either randomly paked or densely paked, any smooth
sample boundary will interset some of the spherial inlusions that onstitute the sample;
we provide two methods for dealing with this problem in setion IV, the "eetive radius
method" and the "sharp boundary method". Diulties will our if the sample is hosen
either too large or too small; we give an analysis that yields the aeptable qualitive range
of sample sizes in setion IV. For periodi models of porous media, a non-round, e.g. ubi,
sample (and thus a non-round launh surfae) might be more appropriate. The derivation
provided here is readily generalized to allow a ubi launh surfae; in forthoming work we
explore this possibility numerially.
The eletrostati potential φ(r), at position r, in the presene of a onduting objet, and
the probability density p(r) in the assoiated Smoluhowski diusion problem, i.e., the
probability assoiated with nding a diusing partile at position r, in the presene of an
absorbing objet of size and shape idential to the ondutor, are related by: φ(r) = 1−p(r).
This equation is derived by noting that its LHS and RHS obey the Laplae equation with
idential boundary onditions.
Thus the apaitane C of a onduting objet is given by:
C = −(4π)−1
∮
Ω
dσ · ∇φ(r) = (4π)−1
∫
Ω
dσ · ∇p(r). (3)
where Ω is the surfae of the objet.
The diusion-ontrolled reation rate κ is dened as [18,26,27℄
κ = D
∮
dσ · ∇p(r) (4)
where the integral is evaluated on any losed surfae ontaining the inner boundary Ω
(beause of Green's theorem any suh surfae may be used.).
The relation between the diusion-ontrolled reation rate, in the Smoluhowski problem, of
partiles absorbed upon ontat with an objet, and the eletrial apaitane of a ondutor
with idential size and shape to that objet is thus given by:
κ = 4πDC (5)
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We dene β
∞
(~r; Ω) to be the probability that the diusing partile started at ~r will be
absorbed on Ω and γ
∞
(~r; Ω) the probability that the diusing partile started at ~r will go
to innity, i.e., that it will not be absorbed in nite time. Thus:
γ
∞
(~r; Ω) = 1− β
∞
(~r; Ω). (6)
γ
∞
(~r; Ω) an be shown to satisfy the Laplae equation [27℄. If the obvious boundary ondi-
tions, γ
∞
(∞; Ω) = 1 and γ
∞
(~r; Ω) = 0 for ~r on Ω are onsidered, it is lear that
p(r) = γ
∞
(~r; Ω). (7)
Using Eqs. 6 and 7, Eq. 4 beomes:
κ = −D
∮
r
dσ · ∇β
∞
(~r; Ω) (8)
= −D
∮
r2 sin θdθdφ
∂
∂r
β
∞
(r; Ω), (9)
= −r2D ∂
∂r
∮
sin θdθdφβ
∞
(r; Ω), (10)
Dening
β(r; Ω) =
1
4π
∮
sin θdθdφβ
∞
(r; Ω), (11)
we obtain from Eq. 10
− 4πr2D ∂
∂r
β(r; Ω) = κ. (12)
For any spherial surfae r = b whih ontains the boundary Ω, integrating Eq. 12 from b
to r with respet to r and using the boundary ondition β(∞; Ω) = 0, gives an expression
for the reation rate κ:
κ = 4πDbβ(b; Ω) (13)
Comparing Eqs. 5 and 13 yields an important formula for the eletrostati apaitane
C = bβ(b; Ω) (14)
≡ bβ (15)
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where β is the fration of diusing partiles started at a random, i.e., angle-averaged, position
on the launh sphere that are absorbed on the target. The unit apaitane method, as
desribed here, uses this relation to determine the apaitane of a paked bed by performing
Monte Carlo simulations for the quantity β. Note that no assumption is made in the above
that the "objet" being studied is a onneted set; it may be taken to be the set of inlusions
that onstitute the matrix phase of a sample of porous media.
We alulate the quantity β by performing simulations as follows: eah random diusion path
is onstruted as a series of rst-passage propagation jumps, eah from the present position
of the partile to a new position on a rst-passage surfae drawn around the present position.
The new position is sampled from a rst-passage position distribution funtion f(x) whih
gives the probability density assoiated with nding a diusing partile leaving the present
position and rst ontating the rst-passage surfae at point x.
This simplest rst-passage surfae is the rst-passage sphere, i.e., a large sphere entered
around the present position of the diusing partile, that does not interset any of the
inlusions. The rst-passage position density on this surfae is uniform, i.e., its distribution
funtion is trivial. Using only this rst-passage surfae yields a trivial ase of the GFFP
method, namely the WOS method. In this method, whenever a diusing partile gets lose
enough (within a xed distane δH) to one of the inlusions, it is taken to be absorbed.
We show here that for the problems under study it is more eient to use more omplex
rst-passage surfaes. We let the rst-passage sphere interset the nearest inlusion, and
grow as large as possible, provided that it:
• not interset the next-nearest inlusion
• not interset any orners or edges of the nearest inlusion
The resulting rst-passage surfae is the portion of the rst-passage sphere not ontained in
any inlusion. Its surfae onsists of part of the rst-passage sphere, and part of the surfae of
the inlusion. The probability distribution funtion f(x, ~P ), for a diusing partile starting
at the enter of the rst-passage sphere and making rst-passage at the point x is in general
quite nontrivial. (Here
~P is the set of geometri parameters that haraterize the rst-
passage surfae. Also, we assume for simpliity, that symmetry allows speiation of the
rst-passage position x by a single position parameter, the polar angle θ.) Thus, (~P , θ) is
the full set of parameters that the rst-passage distribution funtion depends on.
For a wide lass of inlusions, the resulting rst-passage surfaes are 'loally simple' losed
geometrial surfaes. These surfaes are those for whih we an tabulate, as a funtion of
several parameters, the orresponding rst-passage distribution funtion. To obtain this
funtion, we:
• Calulate the gradient, normal to the absorbing surfae, of the appropriate Laplae Green's
funtion for a grid of parameter and eld values.
• Calulate the indenite integral of this gradient as a funtion of cos θ. Normalize the
integral to be unity:
I(~P , cos θ) = 1 (16)
for cos θ = 1.
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• Invert this relation for eah set of parameter values ~P to obtain cos θ as a funtion of ~P
and I. The rst-passage position, i.e., cos θ, an then be importane-sampled by hoosing a
random number α ∈ [0, 1], setting I = α, and interpolating this relation.
If the hosen rst-passage position is on the portion of inlusion surfae inluded in the rst-
passage surfae, the partile is absorbed. Otherwise, it will reah a point on the rest of the
rst-passage surfae. From there it makes its next jump. The diusing partile ontinues
until it is absorbed in the absorbing target or goes to innity.
As shown in Fig. 1, the GFFP method is more eient than the WOS method whenever a
small distane δH must be used; this is true beause the average number of moves required
for absorption in the WOS method inreases rapidly as δH dereases [10℄. Thus, it is more
eient for studying porous media either at low porosities or high polydispersity.
The set of tabulated rst-passage distribution funtions is built up by a proess of `bootstrap
diusion Monte Carlo', in whih simple distribution funtions are used to aelerate the
simulations used to alulate more omplex distribution funtions, and so on. In pratie,
the set of distribution funtions is limited mainly by our inability to store in ahe memory
a tabulated distribution funtion depending on more than three parameters. In the present
study the inlusions are asymmetri lenses (in the sharp-boundary method) and spheres.
These are readily treated by the GFFP method [11,28℄.
III. THE PENETRATION DEPTH METHOD OF CALCULATING
PERMEABILITY FROM THE ABSORPTION POINT STATISTICS OF
BROWNIAN TRAJECTORIES
In this setion, we desribe the `penetration depth' (PD) method for alulating permeability
of an absorbing sample. First we relate the uid-dynami onept of "penetration depth" to
a property of the paths of Brownian partiles that diuse from outside the sample of porous
media and terminate on ontat with it. Then we use the standard relation between the
permeability of a sample and its penetration depth to alulate the latter.
A simple model alulation allows one to relate the permeability of a porous medium to the
eetive penetration depth of uid into the medium [24℄. Consider a homogeneous porous
medium in a half-spae with onstant permeability k. Fluid permeates this medium and has
a onstant veloity V0 within it. If z is the distane between the marosopi uid-medium
interfae and a point of the porous medium, the Debijf-Brinkman equation [29℄
∇P = η∇2V − η
k
V. (17)
where V and P are marosopi veloity and pressure respetively,
redues to the following,
η
d2V
dz2
=
η
k
V, (18)
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with the solution
V (z) = V0 exp(−z/
√
k) (19)
This result shows that
√
k measures the distane that the ow eetively penetrates into
the porous medium. We will all
√
k the `penetration depth'.
We an use this result to measure the permeability of a sample by identifying the penetra-
tion depth with the dierene l, between the average radial position at whih the diusing
partiles are absorbed and the atual sample radius, thus yielding the approximate relation:
k = l2 (20)
The penetration depth dened here for diusing partiles is dierent from the mean linear
survival distane: the latter is the average distane from the random starting point in the
void phase to the absorption point; the former is the average of the radial omponent of this
distane. It is possible that the mean linear survival distane an give an upper bound on
permeability analogous to the Torquato-Kim upper bound [14℄ based on the mean survival
time.
IV. THE UNIT CAPACITANCE METHOD OF CALCULATING PERMEABILITY
OF RANDOM SYSTEMS
In this setion, we desribe an algorithm, the unit apaitane (UC) method, for alulating
the permeability of a sample of random media. We alulate the apaitane of a sample
(as desribed in Setion II), use Eq. 2, from angle-averaging to give the translational hy-
drodynami frition in terms of the apaitane, and nally use a relation, rst published
by Felderhof, between the translational hydrodynami frition and the permeability to de-
termine the latter.
Assuming that a given spherial sample is muh larger than either the average distane
between spherial inlusions or the orrelation length assoiated with the statistis of the
paked bed, it an be modeled as a homogeneous porous sphere with the appropriate porosity.
One an solve the linear Stokes equation [24,25℄ for the translational fritional oeient,
f , of suh a sphere by making the assumption that the exess pressure is linear in the uid
veloity, and by using the symmetry of the problem. The result is:
f = 6πηRG0(σ){1 + 3
2σ2
G0(σ)}−1 (21)
where η is the uid visosity and the funtion G0(σ) is given by:
G0(σ) = 1− 1
σ
tanh σ. (22)
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Here σ is the dimensionless quantity dened by
σ =
R√
k
, (23)
where R is the porous sphere radius and k is the permeability.
Eliminating the translational fritional oeient between Eqs. 2 and 21, one nds a relation
between the apaitane and the permeability
C
R
= G0(σ){1 + 3
2σ2
G0(σ)}−1. (24)
Obtaining C/R (unit apaitane) from simulation allows us to use Eq. 24 to alulate σ,
and thus obtain the desired permeability estimate from Eq. 23.
An important nding of the present work is that, even though neither the graph of C/R
vs. R, nor that of σ vs. C/R ontains a at region, the omposition of the two, giving our
permeability estimate as a funtion of R, does ontain a at "plateau" region. For example,
Fig. 2 shows that for a broad range of porosities there is a plateau range of sample radii over
whih the permeability estimate does not vary. The lower and upper limits of this region
vary systematially.
In monodisperse homogeneous porous media models, the permeability is dependent only on
the porosity (dened as the ratio of void spae volume to total volume) and the inlusion
sphere radius. By dimensional analysis, it an be expressed in the following funtional form:
k = f(φ1)a
2
(25)
where φ1 is porosity and a is inlusion sphere radius. The permeability estimates produed
by the UC method will, in addition, depend on the parameter R/a. However, one this
parameter is set larger than both the orrelation length of the medium (very small in random
media) and the average distane between inlusions, this dependeny should beome quite
weak.
In Eq. 24, for a given porosity and inlusion sphere radius (i.e. the permeability is onstant),
if we inrease the sample radius, the unit apaitane goes to unity as σ goes to innity.
For eah porosity, there is a range of sample radii whih are muh bigger than the average
distane between spherial inlusions, but for whih the ratio C/R will be far enough from
unity to permit us to interpolate the orresponding σ value. We hoose a radius that is in
this range.
When C/R is lose to unity, that is, for very low porosities, the σ interpolation beomes
unstable: a small hange in unit apaitane auses a large hange in σ. This makes the
permeability estimate in the unit apaitane method diult; thus the penetration depth
method will prove to be more reliable at very low porosities.
A fundamental problem of this study is that of dening the sample boundary. To see this,
note the following paradox: we study the bulk property (permeability) of a medium using
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diusing partiles that start outside a nite sample and are absorbed on its surfae. These
partiles will in general be absorbed in a surfae boundary layer that grows thinner as the
porosity dereases. Thus, we fae the problem of freeing our simulation from surfae artifats
so that it an determine this bulk property, when the method is based on events that our
near the surfae! In this paper, we show that this is indeed quite possible.
We generate samples of the randommedia models that we study using two dierent methods:
the "eetive-radius" method, and the "sharp-boundary" method. We desribe eah method
in turn.
In the "eetive-radius" method, if randomly overlapping, i.e., when Poisson statistis are
used, we plae inlusion sphere enters at random in the sample sphere of radius R. We
ontinue to plae enters until the density of sphere enters approahes ρ, where ρ and the
porosity φ1 being modeled are related by:
φ1 = exp[−(4π/3)R3ρ] (26)
If random non-overlapping statistis are used, we plae enters sequentially at randomly
hosen positions, requiring only that eah enter plaed be far enough from the enters
already plaed that the orresponding inlusions not overlap. The resulting distribution is
not idential to true random non-overlapping statistis, i.e., to what liquid-state theorists all
the "hard-sphere" distribution, but studies of these two distributions show that dierenes
in bulk properties emerge only at very low porosities. Even though an inlusion extends in
part outside the sample sphere of radius R, it still ontributes both to the density of enters
ρ and to the simulation.
Beause of the lak of the ontribution of the inlusion spheres in the region r ∈ [R,R+2a],
the region r ∈ [R−a, R+a] will have loal porosity less than the desired bulk porosity. This
is an important onern: espeially at lower porosities, the diusing partiles will seldom
sample any part of the sample exept for the boundary layer. Beause of this eet, an
eetive sample radius, whih is expeted to be less than R, is used. For the non-overlapping
ase, we use for an eetive radius the radius of a sphere, whih, if it ontained the same
number of surviving inlusion enters as our sample, would have as its average porosity the
same as the bulk porosity of our sample, i.e., the loal porosity far away from the sample
boundary. (In previous researh [30℄, we used this hoie of eetive radius for both the
overlapping and non-overlapping ase.) For the overlapping ase, the same proedure is
used; the set of eetive sample radii is then resaled so that the eetive radius at the
ritial porosity (φc
1
=0.03) makes the alulated unit apaitane equal to 1. (Here by the
term `ritial porosity', we mean the porosity below whih uid eases to ow through the
sample, i.e., the perolation threshold.)
In the "sharp-boundary" method, instead of using an ad ho eetive radius, the porous
media sample is onstruted as follows: we plae the enters of inlusion spheres into a
large sphere of radius (R + a) aording to the hosen statistis, for a given porosity. We
then dene the atual sample by drawing a sphere of radius R and allowing it to freely
interset inlusions already plaed. The sample is then dened to be all of the void phase, all
inlusions, and all fragments of inlusions, that are ontained in this sample sphere of radius
R. With this sharp boundary, the porosity in the atual sample boundary is maintained
uniform up to the boundary.
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The sampling of periodi grain onsolidation models is also done aording to the sharp
boundary method: we take a spherial sample of radius R after making periodi grain
models in a ube whih is slightly bigger than 2R × 2R × 2R. For these models, the result
will depend upon the position of the sample enter; thus we average the results over ten
samples, eah with a randomly hosen enter.
V. STUDIES OF RANDOMLY PACKED BEDS
In this setion, we apply the two permeability estimation methods to the alulation of
permeability of model paked beds, omposed of non-overlapping, randomly plaed, impen-
etrable spherial inlusions, and model porous media, omposed of randomly plaed, freely
overlapping, impenetrable spherial inlusions. We ompare our results with the available
numerial solutions of the Stokes equation, and also with a number of theoretial bounds
and estimates from the literature.
Our simulations show that, for the overlapping sphere model studied here, the two perme-
ability estimation methods, the penetration depth method and the unit apaitane method,
agree well within random error, estimated, in this ase, as the relative standard deviation
of the results. For the nonoverlapping sphere model, the two methods deviate as poros-
ity dereases. For both models, we obtain 10 paking bed samples and average the ten
permeability estimates.
As already disussed, the graph of permeability shows a very substantial plateau as a fun-
tion of sample radius, i.e., a region of sample radius over whih the permeability estimate
shows almost no variation. Also, with the PD method the same property of sampling-size-
independent estimation is observed (see Fig. 3).
Our estimation results for the randomly non-overlapping model are ompared with some
other data sets in Fig. 4. The other data sets used, numbered a) to d), are:
a) The Stokes' law [21℄ for a dilute bed of spheres is
k =
2
9(1− φ1)a
2
(27)
where a is the inlusion sphere radius.
b) The Happel-Brenner approximation [21℄ is,
k = (
2
9γ3
)(
3− 9
2
γ + 9
2
γ5 − 3γ6
3 + 2γ5
)a2 (28)
where a is the inlusion radius, and γ3 ≡ (1− φ1).
) The upper bound of Torquato-Kim [31℄ is:
k =
2
9τ
φ1
(1− φ1)a
2
(29)
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where D is the diusion onstant and τ is the average survival time. The data for τ is taken
from Ref. [17℄.
d) The empirial Kozeny-Carmen relation [32,33℄ in the general ase is:
k =
1
180
φ31
(1− φ1)2a
2
(30)
The Stokes' law, whih is the simplest approximation for the dilute bed, gives estimates that
are greater than all other data sets. The Happel-Brenner approximation and the Torquato-
Kim upper bound are above our data. Our simulation data with the eetive sample radius is
above the Torquato-Kim upper bound. Our simulation data with the sharp sample boundary
lies between the Happel-Brenner approximation and the empirial Kozeny-Carmen relation.
Beause our simulation data with the eetive radius method violates the Torquato-Kim
upper bound, the sharp boundary method is learly to be preferred for this ase.
Our estimation results for the overlapping ase R = 15.0 in Fig. 5 are ompared with some
other data. The estimation is not applied at very low porosities (φ1 < 0.1) and very high
porosities (φ1 > 0.9).
The other data sets used, numbered e) to g), are as follows:
e) The Torquato-Kim upper bound on permeability [31℄ for an overlapping sphere bed is,
k ≤ Dτ
F
(31)
where τ is the average survival time and F is the formation fator. Data for τ and F are
obtained from Refs. [14℄ and [31℄.
f) The Doi upper bound [34℄ on permeability for this system is
k =
2
3
a2e−γ
∫
1
0
dx(
1
3γ
+ x(1− x)2) exp(−γ(3
2
x− 1
2
x3)), (32)
where γ is given in terms of the porosity by φ1 = exp(-γ).
g) The lattie-Boltzmann data [35℄, whih agrees well with the Kozeny-Carmen equation,
k = φ1
3/6s2. (33)
The lattie-Boltzmann method is a variant of the lattie-gas automata method. The spei
surfae area s is given analytially by s = 4πa2ρφ1 where ρ is the number of sphere enters
per unit volume. At low porosity, nite size eets our [36℄.
Simulation data with the sharp boundary sampling method are below the two upper bounds,
the Doi upper bound and the Torquato-Kim upper bound. Note that the lattie Boltzmann
result at high porosities and the atual data for monosized sphere beds at low porosities
agree well with our simulations. However, the PD method overestimates permeabilities at
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very low porosities beause this method does not take into aount the phenomenon of
perolation. Our data from the eetive radius method is quite good for the overlapping
ase.
At extremely low porosities, estimation instability appears; when the porosity is very lose
to unity, simulation may give a sample unit apaitane slightly above 1.0 due to the Monte
Carlo utuations. The unit apaitane data whih exeed unit value are disarded. The
simulations desribed here are large enough that this eet is quite small exept at some
low porosities of big porous samples like R = 50.0.
VI. STUDIES OF PERIODIC GRAIN CONSOLIDATION MODELS OF POROUS
MEDIA
In this setion, with the sharp boundary sampling method, we apply the two methods of
determining permeability that we have developed to the permeability alulation of model
paked beds, omposed of non-overlapping, periodi, impermeable spherial inlusions, and
model porous media, omposed of periodi overlapping, impermeable spherial inlusions.
The dierene between the two types of models onsists only in the ratio of the sphere
diameter to the separation between the spherial inlusions. We ompare our results with
the solution of the Stokes equation, using uid dynamis odes, by Larson and Higdon [37℄,
for simple ubi (SC), body-entered ubi (BCC), and fae-entered ubi (FCC) latties.
In all ases, 10 paked bed samples are used, and the results are averaged. Figures 6, 7
and 8 ompare results from the two methods with the Larson-Higdon [37℄ alulations for
sample radius R = 15.0. At low porosities, the standard deviation for the unit apaitane
estimation is higher beause of the estimation instability. With the sampling radius R =
15.0, two estimation results, UC and PD, show some deviations. The PD estimate is better
than UC estimate. However, with R = 50.0, the deviation between the two methods beomes
smaller. At low porosities, due to the estimation instability of UC, no UC data are shown.
It seems that for grain onsolidation models UC estimation needs larger sampling due to
the ubi lattie struture.
Based on these results, we inrease the sampling size to R = 50.0. As already disussed, we
annot use the UC method here. The results from the PD method, Figs. 9, 10, and 11 are
in exellent agreement with the Larson-Higdon results.
The same property of sampling-size-independent estimation as the random media is observed
in Fig. 12. It should be noted that, for high porosities, the neessary sample radius an be
as large as R = 50.0.
VII. STUDIES OF POLYDISPERSE RANDOMLY POROUS MEDIA
In this setion, we apply the two new methods with the sharp boundary sampling method
to the alulation of the permeability of model porous media, omposed of polydisperse
overlapping, randomly plaed, impermeable spherial inlusions. The inlusion sphere radii
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are hosen at random from the values {1.5, 3.5, 5.5, 7.5}. We ompare our results with the
available numerial solutions of the Stokes equation [36℄.
Figure 13 shows that the two sets of results agree well. At very low porosities, our methods
give permeabilities greater than those given by the Stokes equation beause we have not yet
inorporated the phenomenon of perolation. This will beome important when we perform
more extensive study of polydisperse models; the perolation threshold seem to be reahed
at lower porosities in suh systems.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Our methods give very good results for all models of porous media tested. The penetration
length method is better at low porosities; the unit apaitane method shows high standard
deviations at low porosities due to the steepness of the unit apaitane urve. It is very un-
fortunate that so little high quality simulation data exists even for the simple models studied
here. We note that these models have been standards for theoretial study for deades. Our
method will predit permeabilities for a large lass of homogeneous and isotropi porous
media, in the medium and high porosity regimes (0.1 < φ1 < 0.9).
The unit apaitane estimation disrepany with sampling radius R = 15.0 may be due
to the importane, for periodi models, of using a launh surfae with the geometry of the
sample, e.g., a ubi launh surfae for SC samples. We have laid the basis for this step
here; it will require further study.
An important point of this method is that it is very fast ompared with other methods.
Our omputations were in parallel Fortran, using MPI, on a PC luster (32 node, 233 Mhz
mahine). Using 10 nodes, one porous sample per node, one million diusing partiles
for eah porous sample and porosity, and 10 porosities, it takes about 10 hours per set
of alulations. Using e.g. boundary element/nite element methods to solve the Stokes
equation in a sample of porous media an require the same amount of time to do this set of
alulations for a single value of porosity (We note that the latter methods are, at present,
more eient than these methods developed here for obtaining the detailed ow eld in a
sample; this may be important in partiular appliations.).
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FIG. 1. CPU time required to alulate the apaitane of the unit ube, to a xed tolerane,
using the rst-passage method. The variables δH and δI presribe the distane from the surfae of
the ube that a diusing partile must be, resp., to delare that a "hit", i.e., an absorption event
has ourred, or to use a rst-passage surfae that intersets the surfae of the ube. The gure
shows that, for eah value of δH , there is a non-zero optimal value of δI . The walk-on-spheres
(WOS) method is given by δI = 0.
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FIG. 2. Permeability vs R/a for unit apaitane estimation methods applied to the randomly
overlapping sphere model: the permeability estimate does not depend on sample radius even though
with small sampling sizes more porous samples are needed. For R = 5, 10, 50 porous samples were
used.When φ1 dereases, estimation is not stable due to the estimation instability. The solid lines
are the average of the seven permeabilities from dierent sampling sizes.
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FIG. 3. Permeability vs R/a for penetration depth estimation method applied to the randomly
overlapping sphere model: the permeability estimate does not depend on sample radius, provided
that this radius is hosen greater than a (porosity-dependent) minimum value. The minimum radius
inreases with porosity.
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FIG. 4. Dimensionless permeability k/a2 vs. porosity for the randomly nonoverlapping sphere
bed (a = 1.0). The lled upper triangles are our simulation data with the eetive radius method,
the lled diamonds are our UC simulation data with the sharp boundary method, the lled irles
are our PD simulation data with the sharp boundary method, the solid line is the Stokes' law, the
long dashed line is the Happel-Brenner approximation, the squares are the Torquato-Kim upper
bound, and the dot-dashed line is the Kozeny-Carmen relation.
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FIG. 5. The dimensionless permeability k/a2 vs porosity for randomly overlapping spheres of
radius a = 1.0. The lled irles are our simulation data with the eetive radius sampling method,
the lled diamonds are our simulation data with the sharp boundary sampling method, the squares
are the Torquato-Kim upper bound, the upper triangles are the Doi upper bound, the left triangles
are the overlapping sphere bed data points from nite dierene solution of the Stokes equation,
and the long dashed line is the lattie-Boltzmann result.
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FIG. 6. The dimensionless permeability k/a2 vs porosity for SC spheres of radius a = 1.0 with
R = 15.0. The diamonds and stars are our simulation data with the sharp boundary sampling
method and the irles are Larson-Higdon alulation.
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FIG. 7. The dimensionless permeability k/a2 vs porosity for BCC spheres of radius a = 1.0
with R = 15.0. The diamonds and stars are our simulation data with the sharp boundary sampling
method and the irles are Larson-Higdon alulation.
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FIG. 8. The dimensionless permeability k/a2 vs porosity for FCC spheres of radius a = 1.0
with R = 15.0. The diamonds and stars are our simulation data with the sharp boundary sampling
method and the irles are Larson-Higdon alulation.
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FIG. 9. Dimensionless permeability k/a2 vs porosity for SC lattie in the ase of R = 50.0,
a = 1.0. The stars are our penetration depth simulation data with the sharp boundary sampling
method and the irles are Larson-Higdon alulations.
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FIG. 10. Dimensionless permeability k/a2 vs porosity for BCC lattie in the ase of R = 50.0,
a = 1.0. The stars are our penetration depth simulation data with the sharp boundary sampling
method and the irles are Larson-Higdon alulations.
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FIG. 11. Dimensionless permeability k/a2 vs porosity for FCC lattie in the ase of R = 50.0,
a = 1.0. The stars are our penetration depth simulation data with the sharp boundary sampling
method and the irles are Larson-Higdon alulations.
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FIG. 12. Permeability vs R/a for penetration depth estimation method with the sharp boundary
sampling method for SC lattie model. The permeability estimate does not depend on sample radius
provided that this radius is hosen greater than a porosity-dependent minimum radius.
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FIG. 13. Permeability k vs porosity for a matrix onstituted by a polydisperse mixture of
randomly overlapping impermeable spheres with the sharp boundary sampling method; the sphere
radii are hosen to have the four values a = {1.5, 3.5, 5.5, 7.5} with equal probability. Here the
sample radius R = 50.0.
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